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ALL WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS S/A Pads Ea. Economy 

Repad
Full Mechanical 

Overhaul
key buff 
w/Repad complete Buff w/overhaul

PICCOLO $55.00 [1] $9.00 $255.00 [2] $395.00 [3] $80.00 $120.00
STUDENT FLUTE $55.00 [4] $9.00 $264.00 [5] $404.00 [6] $80.00 $120.00

OPEN HOLE FLUTE $65.00 [7] $10.00 $290.00 [8] $470.00 [9] $80.00 $120.00
PLASTIC CLARINET $55.00 [10] $9.00 $273.00 [11] $443.00 [12] $80.00
WOOD CLARINET $60.00 [13] $9.00 $293.00 [14] $483.00 [15] $80.00
ALTO CLARINET $70.00 [16] $10.00 $460.00 [17] $580.00 [18] $80.00
BASS CLARINET $70.00 [19] $10.00 $500.00 [20] $660.00 [21] $80.00

CONTRA CLARINET $90.00 [22] $10.00 $480.00 [23] $780.00 [24] $120.00
PLASTIC OBOE $55.00 [25] $9.00 $371.00 [26] $523.00 [27] $80.00
WOOD OBOE $65.00 [28] $10.00 $390.00 [29] $620.00 [30] $80.00

PLASTIC BASSOON $75.00 [31] $10.00 $510.00 [32] $780.00 [33] $90.00
WOOD BASSOON $80.00 [34] $10.00 $550.00 [35] $940.00 [36] $90.00
SOPRANO SAX $70.00 [37] $10.00 $440.00 [38] $620.00 [39] $90.00 $160.00

ALTO SAX $70.00 [40] $10.00 $450.00 [41] $660.00 [42] $90.00 $160.00
TENOR SAX $75.00 [43] $10.00 $490.00 [44] $700.00 [45] $90.00 $180.00
BARI SAX $90.00 [46] $10.00 $530.00 [47] $780.00 [48] $120.00 $240.00
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WW SPECIAL SEVICES  

DENTS PER 15 min $20.00
CLARINET JOINT CORK $25.00         CLARINET CRACK REPAIR- MINIMUM $100

NECK CORK $30.00            BASSOON BOCAL CRACK PATCH $80
BASS CL/BASSOON JOINTCORK $30.00  
BOCAL CORK/HEADJOINT CORK $20.00  SHOP TIME BILLED IN 15 MINUTE BLOCKS $20.00

SIMPLE SPRING $25.00  
COMPLEX SPRING $45.00  ALL BUFFING AND POLISHING DONE AT TIME OF 

FLUTE TENON REPAIR $40.00  JOB 1 OR JOB 2. PADS AND CORKS HAVE TO 
TIGHTEN SAX NECK $40.00  BE REMOVED AND REPLACED
TIGHTEN BCL NECK $40.00  

 ALL BRASS FLUSH/SERVICE Case Repair. Including installing handles, hinges, latches and casters. 

Every Flush and Service' includes  an ultrasonic cleaning; replacement of felts and corks; replacement as needed of springs and guides;
minor dents upon request;  removing raised build up of corosion on tuning slides; lubricating valves and slides; and reassembly.

 ALL BRASS FLUSH/SERVICE

STUDENT TRUMPET/CORNET $70.00
PRO TRUMPET/CORNET $80.00 Includes tuning slide gaskets, buffing inner tuning slides, and servicing 3rd valve slide for a fast response.

FLUGEL HORN $80.00 Includes additional shop time for tuning slide levers, as well as tuning slide gaskets as needed.
TROMBONE HANDSLIDE $60.00

TENOR TROMBONE $70.00
ROTOR TROMBONE $85.00

DOUBLE ROTOR BASS TBN $100.00
VALVE TROMBONE $100.00

SINGLE HORN $85.00
DOUBLE HORN $120.00

PRO DOUBLE HORN $140.00 Includes buffing tuning slides, checking valve alignment, and correcting alignment as needed.
3 VALVE BARITONE HN $100.00

STUDENT 4 VALVE EUPHONIUM $120.00 For non-compensating euphoniums.
PRO 4 VALVE EUPHONIUM $140.00 For compensating euphoniums.

3 VALVE TUBA $120.00
4 VALVE TUBA $160.00

PRO TUBA $190.00 For 5 valve tubas. Includes valve alignment. 

MARCHING BRASS F/S

MARCHING HORN $120.00 *All marching brass specific F/S rates include a 
$40 - refundable allowance for unforseen repair 

needs.                                   
MARCHING BARITONE $140.00

LACQUER SOUSAPHONE $160.00
SILVER-PLATED SOUSAPHONE $180.00

BR SPECIAL SERVICES CASE REPAIR  (parts only)  

POLISHING $20.00 PER 1/4 hr Flip Latch $6 Light Plastic Handle $8
REPAIR VALVE CASING $40-$60 Per Valve Draw Latch $10 Medium Plastic Handle $16

PULL STUCK SLIDES $20.00 Per Slide Small Hinge $6 Heavy Plastic Handle $30
SINGLE SIMPLE SOLDER $40.00  Large Hinge $8 Black Leather Handle $30

ASSEMBLE/SOLDER $60.00 Casters $30 Brown Leather (Bach) Handle $50
REPLACE WATER KEY $60.00
SILVER BRAZE PART $60.00               ALL SHOP TIME BILLED IN 1/4 Hr. BLOCKS @ $20.00

RESTRING HORN $10.00 Per Valve

Willamette Valley Music Company Staff:  Eli, Mike, Randy, Kathy, Casey, Tammy and Rosalyn



[1] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts.

 Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic 

[2] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[3] Piccolo is disassembled and cleaned, and dents are removed as best as possible. Keys are leveled, 
straightened, and swedged, removing play and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. 
Key corks, Head corks, felts and springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, 
regulated, adjusted and thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[4] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts.

 Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[5] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[6] Flute is disassembled and cleaned, and dents are removed as best as possible. Keys are leveled, 
straightened, and swedged, removing play and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. 
Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, 
lubricated, regulated, adjusted and thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. 
See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[7] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts.

 Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[8] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[9] Flute is disassembled and cleaned, and dents are removed. Keys are leveled, straightened, and 
swedged, removing play and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, 
tenon/neck corks, felts and springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, 
regulated, adjusted and thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full 
process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).



[9] Flute is disassembled and cleaned, and dents are removed. Keys are leveled, straightened, and 
swedged, removing play and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, 
tenon/neck corks, felts and springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, 
regulated, adjusted and thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full 
process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[10] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[11] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[12] Clarinet is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[13] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[14] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[15] Clarinet is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[16] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts.

 Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[17] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[18] Clarinet is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).



[18] Clarinet is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[19] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[20] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[21] Clarinet is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[22] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts.

 Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[23] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[24] Clarinet is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[25] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[26] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[27] Oboe is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play and 
wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and springs 
are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and thoroughly play 
tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).



[27] Oboe is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play and 
wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and springs 
are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and thoroughly play 
tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[28] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts.

 Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[29] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint 
corks are additional charges.

[30] Oboe is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play and 
wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and springs 
are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and thoroughly play 
tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[31] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts.

 Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[32] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[33] Bassoon is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[34] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.
 --kemtonemusic  --

[35] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[36] Bassoon is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).



[36] Bassoon is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[37] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[38] Saxophone is disassembled and cleaned, and dents are removed as best as possible. Keys are 
leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are 
replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is 
reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or 
better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[39] Saxophone is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[40] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[41] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[42] Saxophone is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[43] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[44] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.



[45] Saxophone is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).

[46] S/A includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key mechanisms and replace 
needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[47] Replace all pads with S/A that includes: Level and seat all pads, regulate and adjust all keys, oil key 
mechanisms and replace needed corks and felts. 

Dents,soldering,Ultra Sonic cleaning,pads,tenon and joint corks are additional charges.

[48] Saxophone is disassembled and cleaned. Keys are leveled, straightened, and swedged, removing play 
and wobble, and refit between the posts. All pads are replaced. Key corks, tenon/neck corks, felts and 
springs are replaced as necessary. Instrument is reassembled, lubricated, regulated, adjusted and 
thoroughly play tested. Instrument will play as good or better than new. See full process and prices below.

Typical turn around time for repads and mechanical overhauls is 2 weeks (plus shipping and approval time 
if necessary).


